
Feedback on 9-12 
Growth

1.  The Department of Exceptional Student Services monitors SPED programs.  Part of the monitoring, evaluates a school's SPED percentage.  School's are penalized for 
over-identification.  I feel that awarding bonus points for SPED enrollment will inflate our states special education population.  2.  I would like to see more points awarded 
for 5 year graduates.  If learning is truly life long and if high schools want to more soundly prepare students for college level curriculum, a five year graduation rate is more 
aligned to those beliefs.    3.  I belief growth in language arts and math should have the same weight as proficiency in language arts and math.   The demographics of our 
state does not equitably put schools at the same starting point.  I have found that schools that display consistent proficiency have difficulty displaying growth and schools 
that display growth have difficulty displaying proficiency.  4.  Using SAT and ACT scores places schools with a lower socio-economic population at a disadvantage.  Families 
are expected to pay the cost for each assessment.     

40% based on Proficiency alone is too much. That should be 30% and bump both Growth sections up by 5% each.

As with the K-8 model there is an over reliance on a single assessment.  The 20% for growth places additional weight on proficiency and as a result will favor the wealthy 
suburban schools even more than the K-8 model.  As with the K-8 model I believe with 90% accuracy the A schools and school district could be determined today and the 
model will just support the conclusion.  Given the complexity of this system I would encourage the committee and State Board of Education to push back the release of the 
grades as far a legally possible to ensure all issues and concerns have been reviewed and addressed.  The implications for this new systems on schools, districts, 
communities and individuals is too great to rush through.  I do not believe that six or seven months has been adequate time to review all the issues.  I have heard 
committee members repeatedly say this is the most complex and difficult under taking in their careers.  I also do not believe that the approximately one month between 
public meetings and the final decision represents enough time to truly listen to, analyze and work through all the comments.



At the high school level, the test must mean something to the students before we will truly have an accurate reading on their achievement or growth. As long as the test is 
just another test they take, not for a grade, not for a purpose that is meaningful to them, we should not grade schools based on the student results. IF the test has meaning 
to the student, then perhaps it would be valid. We also must consider the burden on schools and districts for the gathering and monitoring of data. The cuts to education 
in Arizona have been so deep that we have difficulty keeping up with the demands. Strongly consider funding this mandate before implementation.

Comparing year to year students is ridiculous.  Comparing a student's annual growth makes sense.  Again, Science is not important in this evaluation.  It is important if you 
expect students to get into a 4 year college.  A lot of this misses the mark.    If we don't start getting high school students expecting rigor, capable of reading skills, math 
skills, and some level of critical thinking skills, which methodology that is used to evlauate schools will not matter.  Lower socioeconomic students will still be the losers.  
The schools that service them will also likely fail in these ratings.

Currently some of the measures for the College & Career ready benchmark are tests that are expensive and cost prohibitive to low-income students. This means that 
schools that serve students that are not economically disadvantaged would benefit, while those whose students could not afford the tests would then receive less funding 
from the state. This will only increase inequality within our schools.     In addition, there should be further emphasis on growth. This percentage has decreased from the 
previous model. I, as a teacher, will be penalized if students come to be significantly below benchmarks unless this growth percentage is increased to a level at or above the 
previous model.



For both the K-8 and 9-12 Frameworks, I would like to advocate for the adoption of the Florida Model provided as an option for ELA and math as part of the Growth 
Component. This option is much more transparent than the Student Growth Percentiles (SGP) which were utilized in the prior A-F Plan for K-8 and included data which 
individual sites/districts could not verify as we do not have access to all of the data on which those growth scores were based. For similar reasons, it would even be 
preferable to the Student Growth Targets (SGT) that are also proposed as an option. Furthermore, SGPs--by nature of their design--inherently produce "winners" and 
"losers" in which one school's/district's gains are at the expense of another due to the rank ordering which is utilized as part of the measure. The Florida Model provides 
points based on the individual student, not their progress as compared to others and does so in a way which provides greater acknowledgement of progress than would 
be awarded with the use of SGTs. The Florida Model provides the fairest growth measure for our demographic and meets philosophical goals set forth by the SBE for 
transparency, also enabling individual students to be the unit of analysis.  For the College and Career Ready Index (CCRI), which is proposed as a component of the 9-12 
Framework, I strongly support the proposed CCRI Rubric. It provides a balanced approach which recognizes and rewards both college and career readiness, incorporating 
elements of both into the draft CCRI Rubric. This comprehensive approach for this component enables the inclusion of available data elements (other than state assessment 
data), to be utilized as part of the 9-12 A-F Framework and meets the philosophical goal of the SBE to include multiple measures of performance in the framework.  I also 
strongly support the inclusion of "bonus points" for special education enrollment at the school level in both the K-8 and 9-12 Frameworks. These points reinforce and 
reward the inclusion of all students in school, particularly for those schools which serve a higher special education population for programmatic reasons.

Foreign language is mentioned on the 9-12 model, yet physical education or arts are not.  Are they included or assessed at all?  Assessing some subject material and not 
others is not benefiting students.  I am aware we cannot assess every subject but Physical Education should be a main subject.  It is beneficial to students' way of living.  A 
way to assess could be points if have a school has a P.E. program with a certified teacher in the subject of instruction to be taught.  The progress can be based on growth 
towards standards.  There are different fitness, problem solving, and motor skill tests that can be done as well.  

Giving bonus points for completing the FAFSA is just plain WRONG!  Why would you encourage students to take on debt, if they don't need to?  Why give points for 
paperwork -- this criterion is in NO WAY an indication of school success.  It is simply a measure of completing paperwork, that may or may not be appropriate for the 
student.  This MUST BE REMOVED!  I also question why the ACT testing indicator points are set at .35 vs. .5 for SAT.  If colleges look at both test as equal, why wouldn't the 
measures be equal here as well?  Maybe I'm missing something...    A couple of additional comments that I provided on the K-8 version also apply here:    I have a few of 
areas of concern with some of the proposed metrics.  First, it appears that English learners are being double counted.  They are in the 10% metric bucket and also in the 
other categories.  I believe they should only be in one set of metrics.  Second, I disagree with the 10% weighting for English learners. This is a small subset of students and 
we should focus most of the weighting on the overall population.  I would much rather see 5% for this category and increasing the acceleration or growth metric by 5%.  
Third, I am concerned about the growth rate calculations for districts that tend to perform well as a whole.  It is much easier to increase your growth rate when the base is 
lower.  It's very difficult to continue to grow at a high rate if the majority of students start at a proficient/highly proficient average.  Therefore, the Florida method appears 
to be the best option - by far!       I am glad to see that schools that develop comprehensive programs for special needs children, and encourage their enrollment, are 
rewarded with bonus points.  It takes significant resources to provide good programs and we need to make sure that all kids are provided a good education.  



Graduation is graduation.  Yes we would like to have 4 years but any year is Good.   More weight to growth and more than Az Merit scores.  One test??

GROWTH IS MORE IMPORTANT AND THEREFORE SHOULD BE WEIGHTED MORE 

Growth isn't weighted heavily enough.  Your system is not transparent - I need to be able to play with it and see the data easily, create reports, manipulate data and see 
graphs and charts representing what I want to see using filters to find similar schools etc. Get something online that we can use so that this data means something to us. 

Growth needs to be a larger percentage (15%) growth and (35%) for proficiency and (20%) growth and proficiency.  SPED students should not hinder graduation rates.  All 
SPED students should be weighted on a different scale.  Need to continue to expand the CCR indicators to ensure all high school offerings are covered.  The best system 
would be to create a dashboard (like Mighigan) that allows stakeholders to analyze data to make their own decision on the effectiveness of a school system.  The 
evaluation system should not be biased towrds measuring only students.  If students from an "A" school can simply be switched with students from a "C" school and the 
profiles changed, the system is biased. towards the students location, demographics, socioeconomics, etc.



GROWTH NEEDS TO BE A LARGER PERCENTAGE (15%) GROWTH AND (35%) FOR PROFICIENCY AND (20%) GROWTH AND PROFICIENCY.  SPED STUDENTS SHOULD NOT 
HINDER GRADUATION RATES. ALL SPED STUDENTS SHOULD BE WEIGHTED ON A DIFFERENT SCALE.  NEED TO CONTINUE TO EXPAND THE CCR INDICATORS TO ENSURE 
ALL HIGH SCHOOL OFFERINGS ARE COVERED.  THE BEST SYSTEM WOULD BE TO CREATE A DASHBOARD (like Michigan) THAT ALLOWS STAKEHOLDERS TO ANALYZE 
DATA TO MAKE THEIR OWN DECISION ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF A SCHOOL SYSTEM.  THE EVALUATION SYSTEM SHOULD NOT BE BIASED TOWARDS MEASURING 
ONLY STUDENTS.  IF STUDENTS FROM AN “A” SCHOOL CAN SIMPLY BE SWITCHED WITH STUDENTS FROM A “C” SCHOOL AND THE PROFILES CHANGE, THE SYSTEM IS 
BIASED TOWARDS THE STUDENTS LOCATION, DEMOGRAPHICS, SOCIOECONOMICS, ETC
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growth needs to be a larger percentage(15%) growth and (35%) for proficiency and (20%) growth and proficiency.  SPED students should not hinder graduation rates.  All 
SPEC students should be weighted on a different scale.  Need to continue to expand the CCR indictors to ensure all high school offerings are covered.  The best system 
would be to create a dashboard that allows stakeholders to analyze data to make their own decision on the effectiveness of a school system.  The evaluation system should 
not be biased towards measuring only students.  If students from an "A" school can simply be switched with students a "C" school and the profiles change, the system is 
biased towards the students location, demographics, socioeconomics, etc.

Growth over Proficiency, and multiple areas of measurement over one test.

Growth percentile is the only indicator that really shows common sense ways to measure growth versus similar students. All of the other measures are biased against how 
children arrived at the school, including proficiency, instead of what the school was able to do with children that year.

I believe growth should have higher weight than the proficiency. Schools with high affluent population are at the advantaged point where they can guarantee 40% of 
proficiency without much effort and can hide their lacking in growth areas. Those schools who are serving very low income disadvantaged population will never get proper 
recognition because they will be lacking the proficiency part even if they may have the highest growth possible. Please check Colorado where it is home of growth model. 
They have 50% pure Growth, 25% is closing the growth gap between advantaged and disadvantaged groups and 25% proficiency for K-8. Essentially growth has 75% 
contribution to final ratings. For 9-12 they have also ACT that affects 40% and rest is shrunk proportionally. 



I would like proficiency to carry less weight although I understand it is difficult to measure growth at the high school level

I would like to see growth as more of a determining factor than proficiency.  A lot of our students are 5-7 years off where they should be coming into the high school.  I 
would like to see growth and proficiency evenly split in percentage.

Indicators such as graduation rate - it doesn't define how that will be measured - is there a highly proficient level where a school can attain a certain percentage or are they 
looking for growth of graduation rates?  This is a very different conversation with lower achieving districts vs. highly achieving districts that have 97+% graduation rates 
each year.  



Individual academic growth cannot be measured for a student from year to year using AzMERIT or AIMS Science.  For example, you cannot compare a freshman's Algebra 
1-2 score with their sophomore Geometry score.  You could compare if students took the same test at the beginning of the school year and the end of the school year.  
However, this is test overload.  We already give up six days of instruction for taking AzMERIT at the end of the year.      I cannot speak for other schools or districts, but our 
school did not have a say in who was hired to work with our ELL teacher, who is only on campus once or twice a week.  Neither are we responsible for that person's 
evaluation.  Therefore, it is unfair to hold a school responsible for an individual who they do not select or evaluate.      The College & Career Readiness piece does not 
encompass all students.  Nor are those the complete and only way for a student to demonstrate College & Career Readiness?  Additionally, there are high schools/districts 
that do not offer some of these options.  So, they are already put at a disadvantage?  Or forced to spend money that our schools already do not have?  Finally, I believe 
that if you asked local schools and businesses what they believe our graduates need to be prepared, they would provide more skill-based answers such as collaboration 
and communication skills, which are not represented here.     While this is a good effort, I do not feel that the committee included enough of the right people to complete 
this task.  Nor do I think that it was vetted through enough stakeholders to provide feedback on what does and does not work.   

It is difficult to track growth in high school because different subjects are being compared in Math. Additionally, tracking students after graduation is difficult, and the state 
should look into an investment into programs that all schools can use to do this.  

IT IS IMPORTANT TO WEIGHT GROWTH AT 45% AND PROFICIENCY AT 35%.  IT IS ALSO IMPORTANT TO HAVE OTHER K-8 INDICATORS LIKE GROWTH IN THE BOTTOM 
25%, SCHOOL-WIDE ATTENDANCE AT OR ABOVE 90%, ENSURE THAT THE SYSTEM IS NOT JUST MEASURING KIDS BUT RATHER MEASURING THE SCHOOL SYSTEM THAT 
IS TEACHING THE KIDS.  IF A SCHOOL CAN SWAP STUDENTS AND THEIR PROFILES CHANGE THE SYSTEM IS BIASED TOWARDS HIGHER SOCIOECONOMIC STUDENTS 
AND CONDITIONS SUBJECT TO THE STUDENTS ENVIRONMENT RATHER THAN HOW THE SCHOOL SYSTEM IS EDUCATING AND MAKING GROWTH AMONGST STUDENTS.  
THE BEST METHOD FOR HELPING SCHOOLS IMPROVE IS TO DEVELOP A DASHBOARD SYSTEM AND UTILIZE COMPARISONS OF SCHOOLS WITH SIMILARITIES IN SIZE, 
SOCIOECONOMICS AND ELL POPULATIONS.



Like the K-8 model, the emphasis on ELA and math is still too much.  It fails to recognize other academic content that is equally important to student success in the short- 
and long-term.  Classes including the sciences, social studies, arts, health/PE, etc. must be incorporated to have a truly accurate picture of a great school, which is the goal 
of giving A-F ratings in the first place.  I have seen other states look at instructional minutes in other content areas as data justification.  Or perhaps the total percentage of 
a school's population that is enrolled in such courses could provide meaningful data.  Or even the percentage with passing grades in the first semester.  We must not be 
afraid to include subjects that do not have standardized tests to this calculation when these subjects are just as important for student growth and for keeping students in 
schools.

Many questions were difficult to answer by clicking a circle.  For example, question 16 asked if the model recognizes growth.  The draft has a total of 30% that is based on 
growth (10% ELL, 20% ELA & Math growth) so on the surface I should click "Agree".  But the old model used 50% for growth and 25% of that was based on our bottom 
students.  This change shows a de-emphasis on growth so I clicked "Neutral".  But I don't know how you guys will interpret my input without that kind of explanation on 
each question.

Measuring schools mostly on the proficiency made on a brand new state-wide exam that has yet to be proven is a ridiculous feat. The majority of the accountability should 
come from a growth, rather than a proficiency, perspective.

Please consider, several of these options do not support the states low socio economic schools that are at a severe disadvantage over those of in a higher socio economic.  
How are your giving credit to those that are making significant growth to develop academics and yet not punish them through the point system offered to all other higher 
performing schools?  These choices are not equitable. 



Progress criteria should be based in 4 year blocks and not hinged to any type of state or federal funding. Yearly measurements do not reflect long term student growth.

Shows data and students academic performance of growth in various areas. 

The A-F framework is very much tied to socioeconomic status measures which is just not a good way to go. This leads to a bevy of issues with regards to a student's family 
and community dictating how they will perform as a student. The research is clear that proficiency on standardized assessments are closely aligned to a student's SES. 
Adding more tests in the CCRI portion only A: serves those who have access to those indicators (see higher SES students who can afford to pay for them) and B: provides 
more options of tests that will have measures of proficiency tied to SES. Growth is the only true measure of academic performance. 

The A-F model doesn't take into account school integration (socioeconomic/racial).  Given the statistical growth made by students in mixed settings (or with a standard of 
different levels), I think this would be a far more important aspect to consider.



The AP exams should be weighted heavier than other exams and the ACT should be weighted heavier than the AZMERIT, not the other way around. More emphasis needs 
to be put on growth than proficiency because kids start in all different places and are not going to all end up in the same place at the same time. 

The model almost entirely relies on a single assessment, AzMERIT. There is no recognition within the model that different subgroups such as FRL and minorities tend to 
perform at a far lower level than white students from middle- and upper-income demographics. Consequently, schools that serve a population that surpasses the state's 
percentage of FRL-eligible students very likely will experience lower levels of proficiency and lower levels of growth than the state average. The model should take into 
account the progress these schools make toward closing the achievement gap rather than penalizing these schools for serving traditionally at-risk communities. If the 
model simply replicates a perfect correlation between income and achievement, it is not only misleading but also harmful.

The only model that shows a student's actual growth on the same content appears to be in ELA.  However, this puts tremendous pressure on a single area of the school 
organization.     This proposal fundamentally assumes only quantitative data is valuable and so misses valuable but more qualitative elements of schooling.  

There are other valuable classes that should count for points besides CTE.  Music, Dance, Art, P.E., Health, Social Studies and others.  The 9-12 model needs to include the 
same provisions for bonus points as the K-8 model, in regards to these classes.  If these teachers have to go through the SLO process and giving assessments on their 
standards, their contributions to the growth and achievement of students on their campus should also be counted.  There also needs to be a student accountability piece.  
Student buy in is key to this plan being successful.



There should be three separate ratings (each combining proficiency and growth) for each school: 1) results for general-education students, 2) results for ELL students, and 
3) results for SPED students.

These measures are based on artificial benchmarks. Students should be measured on their own growth, not on other students' performance, and not on a single test score. 
I want to know a high school offers a well-rounded curriculum with foreign language, Advanced Placement classes, and opportunities that will help my children go to 
college or be successful in their career. Test scores in only math, english, and science will not help my children learn history and civics and how to be good productive 
citizens.

This model discriminates against small rural schools.  The 10% ELL component may be based upon the growth and improvement of one or two students.  The college and 
career readiness indicator is difficult to understand and detracts from transparency.  Large urban/suburban schools have a distinct advantage over small rural schools based 
upon availability of resources.  There are no colleges close to rural schools to form partnerships and embed college culture in high school students.  Accessing college 
placement tests is not possible unless the college can provide remote access; in conversations I've had with the closest community college, they were not willing to provide 
a remote assessment.  Students needed to go to their campus for the assessment.

This model would provide low academic schools (native and minority schools) would increase sped and army enrollment as high performing schools would continue to 
gain with academic programs. No, I do not agree with the model. We need to focus more on growth and creating fair, equal educational opportunities for all students. 



This relies too heavily on proficiency on narrow tests.  There should be more emphasis on growth, especially in areas with low income families, high ELL populations, and 
high special ed.  

Though the entire "grade" is not based on a single test score, the % weights are still too unbalanced. According to the charts 70% is still based on proficiency, growth, and 
ELL growth. These are test scores. More emphasis should be placed on graduation rates and readiness. 

We should track individual students and compare their growth from year to year. If the goal is to measure growth, we must award points if growth occurs even though a 
student may fall below grade level.   Students move from place to place all the time, why punish a school district because a student attended a poor performing district in 
the past.  I also believe its unfair to SPED students and schools that have large numbers of SPED students.  Parents move or send their children to schools that have a good 
reputation with SPED students.  As a result, certain districts have higher numbers of these student than most schools. Its ridiculous to expect a downs syndrome child to 
meet grade level standards when they have the intellectual capacity of a five year old.

What if the percentage for Proficiency growth was at 30% and the English Language Leaner at 20%. 



When considering growth of English Language Learners, the State and Federal authorities must calculate the probability that certain students will be able to show growth 
and/or score proficiency. This is especially crucial regarding students who enter our schools with large educational gaps. For example, if a student who enters high school at 
15.5 years old and stopped attending school in her home country at 12 years old, how can that student be compared to other ELLs and other non-ELL students using the 
same equations to assess growth and therefore score a school with a letter grade? There has to be some sort of ethical and scientific accountability taken into 
consideration when doing these calculations. When we research past data, we see that students with the largest educational gaps, whether they previously learned any 
English or not, typically do not achieve the same rate of growth as their peers with little to no educational gaps. A flawed equation is unethical after all we have come to 
learn; it hurts our schools which negatively affects our students. It also produces flawed data that will not be clear to State and Federal legislators making important 
decisions about funding and more based on such data. 
While I agree that the proposed plan is an improvement over current formats, there is one large glaring omission.  There is a lack of any focus on the arts, and other largely 
important coursework that significantly contribute to student growth.  We have become obsessed with measuring and fail to see the whole individual.  These models of 
growth, intended or unintended, direct administrators and teachers toward the measured areas and leaving unsupported areas that are not mentioned.  It is discouraging 
to see that CTE even received a nod in the career and college ready category, and the arts were squarely unaddressed.    I would urge that we re-evaluate our current 
methodology of attaching any kind of labels, but include a breakdown of the unique identifiers in several areas.  Labeling a student an A student or B student etc, creates a 
perception whether intended or not shapes the students view of themselves.  Likewise, a simple grade does little to explain the delicate and unique traits of a student.  
Most people when viewing a grade for a school just look at the letter grade, say yes or no then pass on.  Parents will avoid schools that because of the letter grade would 
actually provide many benefits for their student.  Parent will BUS or drive students to other schools and resources are not shared with schools that need them.  It is a highly 
complicated matter.  We need to make sure the entire picture is viewable and that people can see the picture.  Not just a thumbnail sketch.  

Yes, there should be a lot more weighting of aspects other than AIMS and test scores. For instance, the arts, PE, and social studies, along with foreign language offerings, 
should be considered in school grading as well as individual growth assessment . Specifically related to the arts, PLEASE have the committee Look at: http://www.ecs.org/ec-
content/uploads/ESSA_Mapping_the_opportunities_for_the_arts.pdf  This document provides excellent suggestions for how to measure/assess arts under ESSA. For 
instance: Examples include awarding points or taking into account:  - The number of arts course offerings.  - The percentage of students enrolled in arts courses that 
provide postsecondary credit. -- The proportion of certified arts educators to students. Full details on the state plans that include these measures and how they do it are 
available at the website above.



You can't compare student growth at the high school level. Comparing AlG1 scores to Geo1 scores are not a comparable data set as the content and skills are very 
different. It is currently March of 2017 and we do not yet know how we are going to be graded as an organization. Imagine if we did that to students. This is one of the 
reasons for the teacher shortage in AZ. 

Career, CTE, College, GED

1) Student accountability needs to be addressed if AZMerit will be used to grade schools. Currently, many students that do not have much intrinsic motivation are not 
trying their hardest to pass these tests. We can encourage them and tell them it is important, but if there is no accountability for them, they will not try.  2) For CCR there 
should be points for passing an AP class. There are many reasons that students do not take the AP test. They appreciate and want the rigor of AP, but if it is only based on 
the test, schools will be forced to guide kids to Dual Enrollment opportunities instead.  3) Is there a cap on indicator points? I have students that would be over 10 points, 
would they earn us 75 CCR points to be averaged?  4) Why would bonus points be awarded for schools below the state average for Special Education Enrollment? I support 
the idea, but not sure why it would go below 100% of the state average.   5) I would rather CCR percentage go up and proficiency stay at 35% or go lower. Why is it being 
raised?   

1. Stop all the high stakes testing! Look at the Finnish model. They consistently score at/near the top in education globally, since eliminating most standardized testing.  2. 
AZELLA Proficiency: Consider the number/percentage of the ELL population at the Pre-emergent/Emergent level. Very few of these students will test proficient after one 
year. It typically takes about 2 yrs to develop conversational fluency in a language and about 5-7 yrs to develop academic fluency.  3. Don't count ELLs in the 4-year 
graduation rate. Depending on their first language and their prior education, there may be absolutely no way for them to graduate H.S. in four years, since they have to 
take four hours of English daily.  4. Stop acting like every student is or should be college-bound. We need blue collar workers, tradesmen, etc., and many of these don't or 
shouldn't require a college degree. Look realistically at the kinds of jobs and skills required in our current economy.



25.  CTE? Only?  This system is relying on the student. Why not provide every student with an opportunity to add o their schools value. Arts!! Take the same indicators for 
CTE and make the arts the same (sequence, AP, University credit, etc.) ANYTHING on ABOR should be on this list. CTE is counted twice.. ABOR and .25 to take a class... 
really? Grand Canyon Diploma is more than College Readiness (ABOR)?                                                                  27. After school is a choice... low SES students are les likely 
to go to college their first two years out of HS. Some students cant go into the military.                                                                   28. Test students at their ability level.                                                                       
32. If I understand this correctly, self reporting is not transparent, fair, or simple for some districts.    33. Potential improvement... all students need an opportunity to be 
include din multiple opportunities for school success.                                                                 High school's have it easy compared to elementary. This is not fair. 

A stronger emphasis on Career Technical Education is needed.

Again, this is more of the same. Too much emphasis on test scores and factors that follow closely with SES. Not enough credit for programs and courses that have evidence 
behind them showing them to be an essential aspect of a quality education. Where is the measurement for subjects no on AZMerits. I do not approve of the bonus point 
model. I find it blatantly obvious why postsecondary enrollment and military service were included. The higher SES schools will have higher rates of post-secondary 
enrollment while the lower SES schools will have higher rates of military service. This is egregious as it indicates no effort to improve the quality of education or even 
education outcomes in the lower SES schools. Military service and attending college should not factor into a schools letter grade. The entire framework is flawed as I see no 
measure with enough evidence to support them being so central to how a school is graded. This will not help parents understand the quality of a school and will continue 
the current system that shames hardworking teachers who serve lower SES students while giving automatic praise to schools and teachers who serve higher SES students.

As we review the research amongst high school students, the research points to more than 50% of students taking 5 years instead of 4 to complete graduation.  I would 
propose that the rating be changed to: 4 yr:  10 pts; 5 yr:  7 pts;  6 yr: 1 pt and anything after that 0.  



AzMerit testing should not be included for college and career readiness or any other metric.  Why is the FASFA included in this metric?  It has no bearing on intelligence or 
any other attribute needed to be successful in college or career.

Career and College ready needs a higher percentage of the total score.

Completing a CTE Program of Study should be worth 1 indicator point. 

Do not include students attending college, trade schools, or the military after leaving high school. Obtaining the data is not all that complete. The objective is 
college/career ready upon graduation.



For the College and Career ready component - the awarding of points for industry certifications/license is sensible.  Will the be a list of acceptable certifications?

I don't believe you can rate a student/school/point wise by Career Readiness Indicators when the ball is in the students/ and or their parents' court.  You will always have a 
certain group/percentage of students who will not meet any of those indicators and that unfairly punishes the rest of the cohort/school.

I find that the College and Career components infringe on parental confidentiality rights.  To grade a school based upon filling out a FAFSA, for example, is very unfair.  
How will these components be managed.  Will the schools have to keep track of all of that data in order to be assessed?  Seems like a formidable collection/reporting 
process.

I put neutral on the graduation rate because there was no indication of how IEP student graduation rates will impact it. I would hate to see schools pushing IEP students 
out faster than appropriate simply to keep their scores high. There should be an equal opportunity for students to generate career or college points. The current scale 
seems to favor college. Especially if the TBD and work study items are removed. We need more career relevancy items rather than more exams judging academic content. 
The ELL percentage of the pie seems high. 



I really like the emphasis on being College and Career Ready when labeling a high school. I felt the prior system weighted the bottom quartile too heavily. I definitely see a 
shift towards preparing all students for post secondary involvement. Our Duel Enrollment program at our school is a key component of our success, and I like that this will 
be included in our letter grade system. At the high school level, if you are going to have a high stakes test, there needs to be some accountability for students. Older 
students just do not put forth the effort if the test does not count.

I understand that in spite of strong public support at hearings throughout the state, that some Committee members are trying to remove physical & health education & 
arts education from the proposed new A-F formula.  Some Committee members, who said they supported PE and health ed indicators at the hearings on Thursday March 
23 in Tempe, turned around on Monday March 27 and contradicted what they told the public in Tempe.  This undermines the public's faith in the hearing process and the 
Committee's credibility.    - I understand that only 1 Bonus Point is being considered for each of:  a) physical/health education; b) music/visual art education.  Why do our 
subjects only get one point each, whereas ELA and math get almost 100 points between them?  Is the State saying that the subjects that we teach are just worth a tiny 
fraction of ELA and math?  That's not what the recommended instructional minutes indicate, they put a much greater weighting on physical and health education, music 
and visual arts, and social studies than the Bonus Point values do.

I wold propose another important academic measure and a way to indicate multiple measures is awarding points for the arts. The arts are an important component of a 
well-rounded education and the benefits are well documents. A way to track bonus points is to track the number of certified arts (dance, music, visual, theater, media arts) 
teachers and the courses they teach including the number of students they impact. In AZ, approximately half of all HS programs have a dance program. The majority are 
taught by certified dance teachers who address the AZ Academic Dance Standards (last revision was in 2015). Certification for dance was approved in 1969.  The number of 
students impacted is large so it is about equity for those students and their teachers.

If Arizona really wants to improve their schools they will get rid of a shame or fame system and put in a user friendly system that allows a true picture of a school, the 
progress the school is making and let's the eye of the beholder figure out the value of the school.  Putting an A-F "value" on a school does not improve schools.  It simply 
"labels" a school and many times, if not every time, unjustly.  Put in a system that allows an analysis of student outcomes that can be compared by every district through a 
dashboard system and the let the data be disaggregated out to demonstrate strengths and weaknesses for each school.  Schools will improve when they can analyze data 
holistically comparative to schools that are serving similar students. An A-F system is not a motivator for schools that can never achieve an "A" because the only way to do 
so is to achieve 50% proficiency.  The data will tell us that for some schools that is not ever going to be possible just like some people will never be able to dunk a 
basketball.  We are all subjected to various tendencies in life and should be valued for what we do well not setting a bar and only those that clear that bar are recognized, 
especially in a complex system like school systems.



In the accelerator high point totals should be offered for students taking college level course and CTE advanced course for achieving grades A=.8 B=.7 C=.6 towards their 
total.

It is fantastic that College and Career Readiness will now be a part of the A-F letter grades for schools.

It's still too complicated, especially the career and college readiness portion.   The average non-educator will not understand it.  Also, I don't like the singling out of ELL 
students any more than the previous model of the lowest 25% or the proposed adjustment for Sped students. 

Make a high school diploma or GED a requirement for an Arizona Drivers License.



Missions are not taken into account, so students who go on them probably will not have most of the College requirements, though they will be going to college after their 
mission.  This does not seem fair to schools to force students to do some of those indicators just for a grade.  Also, too much is put on the test.  As schools, we are here to 
make students college and career ready, so there should be more put on that area and less on the AzMERIT test that is only a one day snapshot of what happens in the 
schools.

Multiple tests should be adopted as options to  give students the opportunity to demonstrate proficiency and career/college readiness.  GED, CLEP, ACCUPLACER, SAT, 
ACT.

Multiple tests should be adopted that will give student the opportunity to demonstrate proficiency and college and career readiness such as:  •	General Education 
Development (GED) - offered on demand and is administered by the Arizona Department of Education (ARS 15-702 and  R72-2-307).  The GED benchmarks college and 
career readiness and the opportunity to earn college credit. See Attachments regarding GED® College Ready & GED® College Ready + Credit. Students who achieve a 
score 145 or higher meet admission criteria for the Arizona community college system. Students who achieve a score 170 or higher meet admission criteria for the Arizona 
tri-university system.  •	College Level Examination Program (CLEP) - offered on demand  •	ACCUPLACER- offered on demand  •	Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery 
(ASVAB) - offered on demand  •	American College Test (ACT) - offered 6 times annually  •	Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) - offered 8 times annually  

Multiple tests should be adopted that will give student the opportunity to demonstrate proficiency and college and career readiness such as:  •	General Education 
Development (GED) - offered on demand and is administered by the Arizona Department of Education (ARS 15-702 and  R72-2-307)  The GED benchmarks college and 
career readiness and the opportunity to earn college credit. See Attachments regarding GED® College Ready & GED® College Ready + Credit. Students who achieve a 
score 145 or higher meet admission criteria for the Arizona community college system. Students who achieve a score 170 or higher meet admission criteria for the Arizona 
tri-university system.  •	College Level Examination Program (CLEP) - offered on demand  •	ACCUPLACER- offered on demand  •	Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery 
(ASVAB) - offered on demand  •	American College Test (ACT) - offered 6 times annually  •	Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) - offered 8 times annually	    



No points should be given to FAFSA.  Schools in higher income areas will be at a disadvantage to this point system.  Schools will not be able to truly be compared based 
on how successful they are.  This shows that tests do not determine student achievement, but rather a cohesive, strong family is the main determiner of success.  Also, 
giving extra points for government assistance is promoting socialism instead of promoting self reliance.  Self reliance is an important value that has made our nation stand 
apart from the rest of the world.  Socialism and communism always fails.  Schools should be primarily graded on parent satisfaction (they are the customers!), teacher 
retention and satisfaction, teacher pay, and graduation rates.  Not all children are college material.  Some do better in technical and occupational training.  We will still need 
mechanics, plumbers, electricians, etc. in the future.  These are not lowly careers.  Some do very well financially and make more than college grads.

Not enough emphasis on the college and career readiness indicators.  Also, it is college AND career readiness, not OR.  

Points for students entering college is a problem because we have a large population of students who serve missions for their church and then go to college.  I would 
support points if students serving missions, peace  core, etc where included.  These experiences are life changing and help individuals become successful servant leaders in 
our society.

Schools who have students who take AP classes or college credits while in high school should be recognized for preparing their students for college.



Should be more than .25 on cte course completion outside of program. Also, will that include 9th graders?  

Some consideration should be given to schools with a large number of students from economically, or otherwise disadvantaged backgrounds.

Students being able to pass a college entrance exam and not end up in remedial English and Math courses should be a priority for high schools.  Also, recognize that not 
all students are bound for college and that trade schools are great options and should be promoted as a good choice.

The "College and Career readiness" indicator is NOT SIMPLE. Parents will take one look and throw it away!



The 9-12 model is problematic in that all students (sped, ELL...) are not equally capable of performing at the expected levels. Many students lose hope, perform poorly 
and/or drop out. Graduation rates are calculated in a manner I question. Post HS and military enrollment are not measured of student achievement. Should not be factors 
in the school's designation. 

The average for College and Career readiness should be higher. 

The AZELLA oral exam is not a real test. It is not an indicator of student’s oral ability.  For example, students are asked to respond to a question of what to take on a family 
vacation to Yellowstone National Park.  This assumes that English Language Learners know what Yellowstone National Park is, where it is, the climate there, what a vacation 
is, that their family has enough resources to take a vacation.  The question is socio economically biased to reward wealthy families.   How are ELL students from Somalia or 
Iraq expected to do well on a question like this?  They can speak English but based on their prior experiences have no idea how to answer the Yellowstone question.

The college/career readiness indicators are great! However, still sets up potential for inequities as wealthier districts will have more students take the ACT/SAT 
independently and struggling districts will be unable to provide the funding for students to attempt the exams. 



The CRR Rubric is ridiculously skewed toward larger districts and districts with JTEDs, overrides, desegregation or federal dollars.  Smaller rural districts will be at a 
disadvantage if they cannot pay for their students to take all the tests listed.  Also, who encourages student debt by having filling out a FAFSA as something to earn points 
for?  Our families will NOT want their students filling out a FAFSA and giving out their SS numbers and private income information.  And, that does not guarantee that you 
will even go to college--it is filling out a form!  That is insane.  Why isn't the IB Diploma listed?  So, the districts that have money for a statistician to work on this plan are 
the districts that got to decide since it would be advantageous to them?  And finally, who will aggregate and submit all this data?   Will ADE send us more money to hire 
someone to do this work or should we cut teachers to do it?  Our counselors will quit if they get to do paperwork instead of working with students.  Who does ADE have to 
compile and fact check all this Rubric information.  I cannot believe this is even a consideration.

The CTE portion is the only part that has multiple measures, that needs to be the 40%.  The AZMerit is a snap shot of one day.  The test is not high stakes, what incentive 
do high school students have to do well?  And the test should not be high stakes.  Grand Canyon Diploma should not be worth extra points, it is not nearly as rigorous as a 
traditional diploma.  This formula punishes rural schools with transient and poor populations.  

The GED is now aligned with national college and career ready standards, why aren’t CCR bonus points offered for passing scores on a GED?  •	General Education 
Development (GED) - offered on demand and is administered by the Arizona Department of Education (ARS 15-702 and  R72-2-307)  The GED benchmarks college and 
career readiness and the opportunity to earn college credit. See Attachments regarding GED® College Ready & GED® College Ready + Credit. Students who achieve a 
score 145 or higher meet admission criteria for the Arizona community college system. Students who achieve a score 170 or higher meet admission criteria for the Arizona 
tri-university system.  

The goal is to educate the student.  The grade may or may not be an indicator of education.  Limited carefully selected state testing is a way to determine what they have 
learned.  Not all schools/students start out at the same point in the race.



The graduation rate proposed plan will penalize those schools with high numbers of ELL and refugee students who will be learning English and content at the same time.  
Those schools where families can afford to have students take multiple college entrance exams will have an advantage over schools where families can barely afford to 
have their students take one.  We see it in our district; in our high SES schools, students take multiple tests while those in our low SES schools might only manage to take 
one (or none at all).  This proposed formula is so complicated parents will need a "how to interpret the letter grade guide" -- that's problematic.  How about offering bonus 
points to schools where there are high numbers of ELL and refugee students who will definitely impact the graduation rate (how can you expect a student to become 
proficient in English and earn the required credits in 4 years) - without some accommodation, some schools predictably will always score lower than schools with low 
numbers of ELL and refugee students.  Utilizing "proficiency" as the greatest percentage will be equivalent to the "zip-code: rule.  Based on the pie chart, some struggling 
students will be counted in the calculation three times.
The 'solely" in # 29 hung me up.  Many components are still highly correlated to SES-zip code.  Could use some TA  from an educational research survey writer (not 
marketing surveys who are often biased in writing).  Still too tied to a single test, although better than K-8.  Thanks for understanding alternative school methodology will 
be different, especially components in College and Career Ready.

There are other reliable achievement measures and standardized tests that are available “on demand” for students.  Why use a test that is only administered 2 times per 
year during regular school year?  Other “on demand” assessments are aligned with career and college ready standards: GED, Accuplacer, ASVAB, CLEP.    It is in the interest 
of all the stake holders: students, parents, LEA’s, Arizona State Board of Education, and  taxpayers to give students every opportunity to demonstrate post high school skills, 
indicating career and college readiness through a wide variety of assessments in addition to the AzMERIT Examinations in order to meet  A-F School Accountability 
Standards.  These exams are offered on demand or multiple times a year and are reliable indicators of achievement that is measurable to other students nationwide. 
Students should be able to take the following nationally standardized assessments to verify post high school skills and career and college readiness skills:    •	General 
Education Development (GED) - offered on demand and is administered by the Arizona Department of Education (ARS 15-702 and  R72-2-307)  The GED benchmarks 
college and career readiness and the opportunity to earn college credit. See Attachments regarding GED® College Ready & GED® College Ready + Credit. Students who 
achieve a score 145 or higher meet admission criteria for the Arizona community college system. Students who achieve a score 170 or higher meet admission criteria for 
the Arizona tri-university system.  •	College Level Examination Program (CLEP) - offered on demand  •	ACCUPLACER- offered on demand  •	Armed Services Vocational 
Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) - offered on demand  •	American College Test (ACT) - offered 6 times annually  •	Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) - offered 8 times annually	  All 
schools should be given the responsibility of self reporting test data which can be audited at regular intervals.  The following tests are not accessible to all students and/or 
not nationally normed:  •	AzMERIT- offered 3 times annually and measures solely Arizona standards through 11th grade.  •	Advanced Placement Exams (AP) - offered once 
annually and may be cost prohibitive to low income students  



There are some odd categories in the college and career readiness indicators. Completing the fafsa? That is not an academic measure, and I could see schools forcing 
through a 100% completion rate on that line item to try to hide failures elsewhere. And measuring those indicators school-wide could unfairly put some schools in a poor 
light, for example if 100% of their students take the SAT but none take the ACT WorkKeys. (Unless I'm misunderstanding the meaning of "meets benchmark for ACT...")

There is still too high a weighting on AzMERIT.  We need to do a lot more work on this, and figure out how to develop a much broader picture of how well schools are 
educating the whole child.  This must include the other standard-based subjects, including physical & health education and arts education.  It should also include 
qualitative factors related to social-emotional-mental-personal-creative-civic-financially-literate human development:  readiness in the broadest sense of the word, not just 
cognitive/test-taking.  We are now shifting toward more focus on college and career readiness.  This is better than just AzMERIT, but is still not addressing students’ 
broader readiness for success in life.  With our current and proposed approach, we are heading for a future of somewhat higher paying jobs, but with lower disposable 
income and savings, as any extra money we should have had, gets lost to our physical & mental health costs, our financial illiteracy, personal & family dysfunctions, and 
inadequate social & civic engagement.  As with Prop 123, we need to start working immediately on the 456 next steps to achieve the accountability system, K-12 education, 
and society that we need for the future.
To much emphasis on tests, college enrollment should not be such a big factor for success after high school....students going into the trades can be a success.

Too much testing! How will schools collect and analyze all this data? It looks like more dollars taken from kids to do administrative work. I want students who are prepared 
to work and continue their education. If they can get a job, get into a college or further education after high school, get into the military then that's good. Let parents then 
decide how their school goes about this and what else the school will provide. Stop all the testing and regulating and let our young people learn and be kids!



Value added for other than CTE courses does not take into account the value of rigorous, standards based arts instruction/attainment that are at least as rigorous and often 
far more so than many college prep or tech ed course work.  Bonus points should be added for advanced level of arts instruction in most of the areas in which CTE is listed 
and in areas where proficiency in foreign language or other college prep (non math/engl) course attainment is considered.

Bonus Points

13  I did not support.  I would like to see a possible stagger of bonus points for this item.

As a small school we work closely  with students with their post secondary goals, sadly money stands in the way on many following through. Not sure the question below  
is a bonus when the  financials are out of the schools  control   How would you rate your support of for awarding bonus points based on increasing post-secondary and 
military enrollment? 



For Physical Education we need all students to have P.E. an equal amount of time so that we can evaluate them fairly. Quality Physical Education classes are essential and 
should earn bonus points. Some form of assessment (Possibly Fitness Gram) should be used for 4th & 5th graders. (Possibly 3rd) This would help young students to take 
P.E. seriously.  It's not recess or free time!  Skills must be taught, practiced and improved.  Students should learn about the body, nutrition and overall wellness/stress 
reduction.  Thanks!

From the K-8 Model: "The State Board of Education is considering a policy of awarding bonus points to schools related to performance on academic areas other than 
English language arts, math and science, such as ... the arts, and social studies." This policy should also be included in the 9-12 Model.

Provide bonus points for schools who are title 1 or who have high numbers of free and reduced lunch.

Schools and districts should be able to calculate their letter grade ranking based on data available to them.  See my comments in the elementary section.  This system does 
not provide equality for all students and schools.  It will not be transparent.  Arizona students should be able to see their achievement measured against students from all 
states.  Small rural schools that do not have access to larger cities and the educational and cultural opportunities (including up to date broadband access) will almost 
always lag behind their peers.  And giving bonus points for special education, which can't be controlled by schools, is just asking for students to be over identified 
(remember the "old days"?).We have spent the last 20 years trying to improve general classroom instruction and reduce the reliance on special education.  Test special 
education students on materials at their identified grade level perfomance and you won't have to award bonus points. 



The awarding of bonus points for grad rate and how ESS may effect those rates that are IEP driven

This system does not accurately capture school performance. It uses assessment data out of context and relies heavily on gamesmanship and silly concepts like "bonus 
points." For a 9-12 model, the state should use the accreditation IEQ score from AdvancED - a metric that takes in the ENTIRE school.

We need to give bonus points and recognize alternative school students and realize their is a reason they need this type of schooling.  

Proficiency



If you measure heavy on proficiency, schools with high mobility and low SES are going to do poorly with letter grades. When letter grades are tied to performance pay and 
other measures, teachers and support staff at those schools pay the price out of their own pockets. It will cause teachers and support staff to leave those neediest school 
and kids. Instead how can you change measurement to offer hope and support to those who need it most?

Older students deserve the opportunity to demonstrate proficiency on demand.  Schools deserve the opportunity to employ multiple measures to show progress.  The 
Arizona State Board of Education should try to make all opportunities available for the population it serves which, according to ARS 15-821, students can attend school 
through 21 years of age. Finally, the taxpayers deserve all opportunities provided for the population to succeed at a reasonable expense. 

The AZMerit exam is a joke.  It should not be used to assess...well, anything.  Cambridge schools should not be required to administer the AZMerit exam.    The AZELLA test 
is not a measure of English Language proficiency.  When several of the teachers at my school took the AZELLA test, all failed, indicating that the test is designed to make 
sure students cannot pass it, punishing students who are proficient in English simply for living in a household where anyone speaks any other language.

The CCR point calculation is impossible to reconstruct, impossible to estimate, and impossible to accurately calculate in a timely manner given the reporting schedule of the 
external measures (ACT, IB, etc.)    The proficiency % (40%) is excessive and does not accurately reflect the quality of the school rather the demographics of the student 
population.(proven fact).



This plan is flawed from the Proficiency  on, which showing lack of understanding of statistical math involved in the calculations of the various indicators of student success.  
Until that problem is fixed this instrument is flawed from the beginning.  This is the creation of a monster, and is detrimental to the Education process. for schools. ( 
Imagine a valedictorian at a D or F School)  hurts kids!

With such a large component being focused on proficiency, an arbitrary bar that is moved each year, schools catering to high income/ high performing students have no 
consequence for the common practice of pushing out low performing, special ed, and high needs students. The red/blue performance indicators don't do enough to 
balance the importance of reaching out to low-performing students to stay in school and get job training. Schools should be rewarded for re-enrolling drop-outs. 

AZ Merit / Test

60% of grade based on Test is still a very large percentage. In addition, it would be simpler to know how many points each section is worth than just percentages. It's not 
very clear.



Continue to place too much emphasis on student performance on the state's standardized test.  A test that has shown year after year to not be a valid measure of what our 
student's know.

Foundation is flawed: tunnel vision emphasis on English, Math, and Science; single event testing (comparing annual tests is not a real solution). Again, the errors in 
grammar and typography in this survey weaken its credibility.

High school students do not have to pass AZMERIT to graduate, therefore, they will never take the test seriously.  It is grossly unfair to judge a school on test results that 
students do not have to pass.  Also, 6 different tests during high school as EOC are ridiculous.  Too much time is wasted on testing.  

High stakes testing does not promote a good overall education.  



I am at a large (3000+) Title I high school.  AzMerit is an absolute nightmare to administer as we are required to do the paper-based test.  It disrupts school for weeks and 
results in loss of instructional time.  Because passing it is not a graduation requirement, some students fail to take it seriously, and others simple ditch until it's over so they 
don't have to despite everything we do to get them here.  Also, many students who test with us in the spring were not here in the fall.  I do not think it is either a valid or 
fair way to "grade" a school.

I appreciate the time and energy that has gone into this draft. My concern is that the draft is strongly based on our students' performance on one test that there is NO 
INCENTIVE for them to take seriously. It is not a graduation requirement. This creates a huge problem. I support the graduation rate being included. I am worried about 
how all of this data will be reasonably turned around by school districts in such a short amount of time to meet reporting requirements. I wish we had more assessment 
options. 

I would like them to take into account that if a student scores extremely high on the first test, that a huge increase will be difficult on the second test.

If AIMS Science is going to be included in ANY grade scale for schools, then AIMS Science needs to be improved and needs to be a requirement for graduation.  Any 
measurement that does not hold sway over students is not a true reflection of that school's or students academic ability.  Until AIMS Science is given a priority in both 
altered teaching schedules on testing days, as well as weighted toward student's own progression, and hold weight as to graduation requirements, then AIMS Science 
CANNOT be considered as a true value for school ability.  Students don't care about AIMS Science because they don't have to.  Scores won't reflect student/school ability 
until students are made to care.



Multiple measures need to be extended basing the majority of the label on a single test does not make sense.

No one seems to care about how LITTLE kids care about AZ Merit because it doesn't COUNT for graduation and there is zero reward for them to do well. They have test 
taking FATIGUE. We try so hard to make it important, but kids aren't that naive. They know there's nothing in it for them, so why must schools suffer a low grade from test 
scores that don't accurately reflect the greatness of our students???

One of the comments at the forum that I attended was that there is a lack of trust-simply put why have students take test before the plan is made or finalized and the 
stakeholders (including parents) are not aware of the system. Seems like hitting a moving target in the dark!

Standardized testing leaves so many gaps in student learning and are not a true measure.



Standardized tests are problematic.  I appreciate the data they generate and sometimes it can guide instruction, however, these tests often have serious problems with 
validity.  Considering this problem, qualitative measures could be a better approach. Well-designed qualitative measures can work with well-designed quantitative 
measures.  As it stands, over-reliance on standardized tests mainly benefits test-making corporations with questionable benefits for students and communities. 

Student attendance and passing the AZ Merit Tests should be taken into consideration in high school; as these students are of the age where they can make choices and 
find ways to arrive at school. I would love to see points given for military enrollment upon graduation, as well as for ROTC programs taken and passed in the high school!

Students do not take standardized tests seriously, rush through them, and think they are a big waste of time.  Parents often think school is not a vital part of student life 
and take students out of class for any silly reason including allowing them to take off to go on vacation or stay home for their birthdays. Why rate the schools and teachers 
without looking at the attitudes and apathy of students and parents?

Students with IEP's should not be included in these types of tests.



Test questionnaires must come from the teachers/educators that's on the actual classroom situation.

The current plan is to reliant on AZ Merit. The current plan will penalize schools with low SES. There should be other measured areas like PE, the arts, etc. This whole plan is 
focused on math and ELA.

The rubric show many ways to earn CCR points but they are not available now and you are asking us to bank that they will become available.  Right now everything is 
based on a test and other classes or tests that cost money thus placing small rural school at a disadvantage and those of lower SES.

There are two spelling errors in your questionnaire.  There is too much weight on Azmerit testing.  The explanation of how this will be tracked makes it hard to agree upon.  
Also, isn't it more important that a student graduates regardless of when?  It is hard to understand why new testing in implemented full force instead of  creating stepping 
stones (i.e. starting the test in 3rd grade, then the following year 3rd and 4th).  As educators we know that everyone needs to understand processes and time to implement 
yet what appears at the state level we create without acknowledging the reality of it working successfully within the system.  



There is so much more academically relevant information than AZ Merit and AIMS Science tests.  Your framework weighs too much on these not so useful tests. 

There is still way too much emphasis on ridiculous test scores

There is too much emphasis on AZ Merit testing.  That is 1-3 days of a student's academic year.  It is not fair to grade a school on a test that students do not have any 
interest in.  With no graduation requirement tied to the test, students do not give full effort on the test.  That should not be what all of a school's letter grade is based on.

This is nothing different than the old model.  Too much weight is placed on success with state test which has proven to be a poor measure of student achievement.



Until students are held accountable for their test performance the test scores are not valid. All stakeholders need to be accountable.

We waited for 3 years to get roughly the same model with a different test. 

Other

Again - where are the social studies?



Again, if you can't place quality teachers in every classroom, the labels are invalid. 

All of these models put urban schools with minority low-income populations at a complete disadvantage in my opinion.

Alternative schools need a different framework.  Graduation cohorts need to receive equal points for alternative schools.  

Arts courses are not included in the CCRR as academic courses that students are taking. Please acknowledge these courses with equal weight to the other courses listed. 
Many highschool students keep coming back to high school because they are enrolled in a rigorous standards based arts course, which more deeply engages them in 
school. Please give that essential part of high school the weight it deserves in this report card. 



Because school letter grades are so closely correlated with the SES of the enrollment population, let's take less time on labels and put more time into increasing economic 
opportunities for the parents in these high-poverty schools.

Bias built in favoring schools with broader, more diverse student population. Quit politicizing.

ELL should NOT rate 10% It should be based on the total number of ELL students versus the population of students

Failure to clearly define the relationship between the weighted point structure and the method for label assignment (other than categorical point allocation) creates 
ambiguity.  Therefore, this survey instrument will likely provide feedback that will not be aligned to feedback that occurs after clarity is provided on the aforementioned 
area. 



Feedback on 9-12 model

Graduation rate means nothing when kids are pushed through the system.

High school had the additional burden of having a very limited amount of time to fill any gaps in learning that students have coming  from middle school with kids 
dropping out or figuring out how to work the system. Without funding schools properly, paying teachers a rate that will support the work they do- all of these proposals 
are just another way to pretend the emperor is wearing  clothes. 

How can you claim that there are multiple measures when  the majority-70% of the measures come from performance on the AZMERIT and AZELLA. Success on the 
AzMERIT and AZELLA is largely indicative of high school graduation likelihood.  Why do we try and label schools as A B C D or F? What good comes from this?  This entire 
process appears to me to be designed to further destroy public education. Has accountability helped schools? Time to a new approach. All children learn at different rates 
and we have an accountability system that claims that they should, it is ludicrous. 



I believe there should be bonus similar to the K-8 for acknowledging the other components other than LA and math (science, fine arts, PE, etc)

I find it difficult to answer 17, the transparency portion. How do these changes increase transparency?

I would go on hold until we know the direction that DeVoss and Trump are going to go on education, but as usual in education we act like politicians and  move   forward 
without all the information and not understanding the unintended consequences.

I would like to make sure that the system is not biased towards students location, demographics, socioeconomics, and high special education population.



If the Legislature was graded on this criteria for support of public education, they would earn an F.  Local school boards should be setting the standards for graduation.  
This is a model to perpetuate the falsehood that schools are failing...does not address the real reason for low,performing students - poverty!  Fund public schools at the 
level Prop 301 said, fix the deplorable conditions in their buildings, pay and respect teachers!

It is essential that schools are allowed to provide information about students to supplement what the state already knows. 

Leave the Grades alone!  100-90 =A  89-80=B  79-70=C  69-60=D  less than 60 = F

Look at what other states are doing. The proposal relies too much on a single academic measure. Not forward thinking enough.



lower the math one level

Many of these questions were hard to understand. (Have someone not involved with creating this tool nor the survey attempt to answer the question.) Simplicity is 
definitely not a quality of these proposals. I'm not sure of the integrity of implementing any of these options at the end of a school year. Shouldn't schools and districts go 
into a school year knowing how they will be evaluated?

Neutral is a basic answer because I feel that most models are acceptable but could use revision.  Do not want to agree or disagree without detailed explaination

new  plan that comes across the nation (schools) concerning students some of them r bs...



No consideration is paid to elements of socioeconomic status. SES is a main driver behind student achievement. Affluent students are placed at a significant advantage. 
Poor students, from low SES are at a disadvantage. This model ignores these important facts. It's unfair to hard working teacher and administrators. 

Not sure simplicity will be achieved due to the large number of components within each area

Once again, the state of Arizona forgets that rural schools have much different challenges than the schools in Maricopa and Pima counties.  Including lack of financial 
funding and resources, and a large immigrant population.  The playing field is not level and we will forever be struggling until the state recognizes that all schools are not 
equal.  If that were the case, then schools would be funded equally, instead of with property taxes.  Rural schools are asked to do the same with a lot less and that is never 
addressed by the ADE intellectuals!  When funding is equal, then you can have a one size fits all accountability!

Open-Ended Response



Point system cannot work.

Poverty, which often has a tremendous impact on academic performance, is totally left out of the evaluation process.  This process will negatively impact small, rural, 
schools with high concentration of students who live in poverty and come to school ill-prepared.

promoting specific programs like Cambridge and related Grand Canyon Diploma is extremely political and promoted by one organization.  Unfair to non-participating 
districts.

See above comments.



sent in separate email

Socio-economic factors of the community play an unavoidable role in how students perform academically. Why is this data continually ignored when branding schools of 
vastly different communities???

SPED students should not count against graduation rates.  Some SPED students may take additional time to graduate high school and are legally allowed to be in high 
school passed the typical graduation age. They need to be weighted on a different scale.  The CCR indicators need to be expanded to include all high school offerings.  The 
best system would be similar to the Michigan system (a dashboard) where stakeholders are given data and allowed to make their own decision on the effectiveness of the 
school system.  The evaluation is biased towards student measurements only.  It needs to measure the school system itself.  

SPED STUDENTS SHOULD NOT HINDER GRADUATION RATES. ALL SPED STUDENTS SHOULD BE WEIGHTED ON A DIFFERENT SCALE.  



Stop grading schools with an A-F label. 

Students can earn the high school diploma in the state through age 21.  Census data and the Arizona State Board of Education data indicated that approximately 30% of 
the high school population does not earn a high school diploma.  Area mayors cite this as a huge drain on the local economy because these citizens are not contributing to 
the tax base but drawing resources from it.   The A-F School Accountability plan idea of giving 10 points to schools who graduate a student in 4 years, 3 points for 
graduating a student in 5 years, 2 points for graduating a student in 6 years and 1 point for graduating a student in 7 years has contributed to this problem by segregating 
the school system; rewarding schools for serving the top performing students and de facto punishing schools who serve populations that need the help most: severely 
under-credited students, low performing students, and ELL students.  If the point system remains as 10,3,2,1 respectively, there will be no incentive for “A” schools to serve 
the population that needs it most.   High school graduates should count equally for reporting purposes regardless of their cohort year.    

The A-F grades are going to reflect little more than the district socioeconomic factors. 

The A-F label system needs to be postponed until a realistic, viable and relevant system is in place.  Since ESSA does NOT require labels perhaps we should forgo this 
process as it is harmful to students, teachers and families.  The labeling system is primarily political rather than educational 



The AzMerit also has never been properly validated.   It is a cultural product, written by a small number of people who believe strongly in rigor and who see no problem 
either with standardization of children, as if they were widgets, or with setting cognitive demands beyond the reach of many in 9-12, or most young children for that 
matter.  Let letter grades speak for themselves and you monitor patterns based upon your educator groups-not the pupils themselves.

The CCR index is too complex and does not carry enough weight in the overall accountability formula.  A dashboard approach is needed to create transparency and a true 
measure of critical knowledge and skills needed to prepare students to be future ready.

The concern is in the ability to gather all the data needed.  Some districts have large assessment departments and people dedicated to chasing down data points.  Others 
do not.  In smaller districts, it will take away from instructional personnel to gather data or be punished by the system.  The state needs to provide a mechanism for 
gathering the data that doesn't put smaller districts at a disadvantage.

The current proposal does not take into account alternative high schools nor have a realistic small school grading model.



The indicator of a school's success is what they do after they graduate.  Schools can easily manipulate graduation rates by simply making it easier for students to meet min. 
graduation requirements. Two areas that would demonstrate a school's success would be scores on national exams such as AP and % of students attending post high 
school programs/schools.

The proof of education has not come to fruition and seems to be going the wrong direction! Speaking of the inner city schools and immigrant schools primarily.  Again, 
our Public School System needs so much improvement that they starting point must be with the Instructors and those role-models for our students. Grades are not proven 
to be true as it is and you want to add tot he confusion. Fire those with under-performing students and hire better, proven instructors with proven records of success. Only 
then will we have successful Students.  Dress code, and uphold all rules. Parents must be involved. Require PTA time. Have both Student and Parent sign Educational 
contract. 

The system is biased toward the students' demographic and socioeconomic status.

There is concern over the awarding of CCR points.  The student that does many more indicators than one red and one blue are not able to generate higher points because 
they did more.  The whole idea of CCR indicators is fine, but, rural schools will have a difficult time offering some of these programs due to availability of qualified staff.  
These schools will be punished because they can't provide opportunities for students to earn these types of "additional" credits.



There needs to be a total reform of the public school system.  Class size increases, instruction is modified, and there is no accountability for students.  The data used is 
constantly changing, so I don't know how it can be of any value.  An example would be ACT scores.  Every year it is a different group of students, so we have no data to 
show there was an increase in performance do to instructional changes.  

There will be no change in performance of our schools until students and parents are held responsible for their student's learning.

This is a one size fits all.  There are different types of schools to meet different needs for students.  The accountability system should not be one size fits all.  It needs to be 
drilled down to the school site based on the services of the school.  The accountability should align to what the school is trying to accomplish.   Examples:  Comprehensive 
Public High Schools need to determine and promote what they are trying to accomplish and the accountiblity will be based on their performance.  High Academic Charter 
High Schools should be held accountable for what they promote.  Alternative High Schools should be held accountable for their purpose.  This model is differentiated 
based on needs.   

This is horrible



This is not simple nor transparent.  The model continues to lean heavily on one standardized assessment.  Give schools and students options!

This is not, in any way, an improvement from the previous model.

This model does not support schools that serve under-credited (2+ years) students.  This is why alternative schools and charter schools are growing so fast.....traditional 
schools kick out all the students that prohibit meeting all these crazy metrics of being a "good school".

This picture is in parts and pieces and without the overall picture of how this would work I am unable to agree.   I am asking that you please consider using a float weight 
to recognize the impact of the school on the education of the student.



To hold a school accountable for FAFSA completion is unfair. It is a parent choice to complete this form and schools do not have control over whether this. 

Too much of the data relies on ELA and math; this potentially will narrow curriculum and instruction.

Until there is a level playing field and public schools, charter schools and private schools are funded the same, this information is meaningless. 

WHAT ARE YOU DOING FOR ALTERNATIVE RATING FOR SCHOOLS?



When do we start ensuring that all students graduate with a real world education to pursue what ever their dreams are, not what we want them to be. This includes 
graduating with at least a 2.0 GPA?

Where is the ELL on the High School graph????

Why do we need every student to pass Algebra 2?  Many student's are extremely creative and mandating this level of Math does not serve all students. Again, there is 
appreciation for those who helped provide a tool to meet the law's guidelines.

Why is it that science is not at all valued? We want our students to be critical thinkers, and innovators, yet we do not hold schools accountable for teaching students how to 
do this. Our State and Country will suffer because of this. Not to mention, Arizona is spending a lot of money to bring in all of these tech companies and create innovation 
tech centers; however, our very own students will not be able to partake in this because we are not holding schools accountable for teaching science. The standards are 
over a decade old. This is crazy and criminal



Wise to pilot in the schools and not go public this year.  Then we can see how the data plays out in real life schools without negative public consequences.

You are comparing apples and oranges and this unfair to ALL schools. 
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